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April 8, 2020 

 

VIA EMAIL:  Christopher Anderson, III (anderson.chris@leg.state.fl.us) 

 

Chair Kimberly Rezanka and Commissioners 

Florida Commission on Ethics 

Post Office Box 15709 

Tallahassee, Florida 32317-5709 

 

 Re: Charter Communications – Request for Expedited Opinion 

 

Dear Chair Rezanka and Commissioners: 

 

 Emergency times require innovative actions.  Charter Communications (“Charter”) 

thanks you for expeditiously considering its request that the appearance of government officials 

in public service announcements (PSAs) related solely to the public health, education, safety and 

general welfare aspects of the current pandemic would not constitute a gift as defined by Section 

112.312(12)(a), Florida Statutes. 

   

 As indicated in our initial request, we are concerned that the opinion in CEO 05-11 would 

make the provision of these PSAs unlawful.  That opinion is bottomed on the notion that by 

appearing in a PSA, a public official “will have accepted free publicity without giving equal or 

greater consideration” and therefore the appearance is a “gift.”  While perhaps there could be 

circumstances in which a public official might seek “free publicity” by advocating on behalf of 

public causes in a PSA, the circumstances surrounding the pandemic are dramatically different.    

 

The case before the Commission 15 years ago involved a company giving television time 

to a public official to promote a program that was tied to service provided by the private 

company and unrelated to the actual responsibilities of office of the public official. That is not 

the case here.  In the current public health crisis, PSAs can serve a critical role in disseminating 

information to the public, and Floridians can receive information directly from public officials, 

which may include but not be limited to the Governor, Lt. Governor, Surgeon General, or 

Commissioner of Education.  
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 In numerous other states, Charter has already been asked to air PSAs that feature public 

officials in order to underscore messages important to combating the pandemic, such as the need 

of the public to self-isolate, wash their hands frequently, and avoid crowds.  Examples of PSAs 

may be viewed at: https://youtu.be/aIcMUn3ooy0  and https://f.io/LWkRQ6uV. 

 

 If asked by public officials in Florida to run such pandemic-related PSAs, we want to be 

able to do so, as we have in other states.  These PSAs would run on our cable network at various 

times during the day and during a variety of programming, based on time availability.  Placing 

PSAs in Charter’s cable network rotations will help to ensure that people who may not be 

viewers of regular news services will nonetheless receive critical information regarding the 

pandemic.  So, too, repetitive dissemination of messages throughout the broadcast day and night 

will reinforce these important public service messages. 

 

We submit there are three alternative bases by which the Commission can determine that 

public officials may appear in pandemic-related PSAs without offending the gift laws. 

 

First, it is the Commission which made the blanket pronouncement that “free exposure” 

provided to a public official in a PSA constitutes a gift.  Such exposure is not among the specific 

examples of a gift set forth in Section 106.312(12)(a), Florida Statutes (it only falls within the 

catch-all provision in subparagraph 14 providing “Any other similar service or thing having an 

attributable value not already provided for in this section.”).  Thus, while in some circumstances 

the provision of publicity (i.e., “free exposure”) to a public official may be considered a gift, the 

Commission clearly has the power to determine the circumstances, on a case by case basis, when 

collaterally conferred exposure does not constitute a gift. 

 

Alternatively, if a gift is conferred when public officials appear in PSAs aimed at 

stemming the pandemic, the gift should be deemed to be made to the governmental entity which 

is the true beneficiary of the messaging.  Effective PSAs will utilize officials who are already 

known. The benefit of such PSAs is conferred upon the agency, not the messenger. 

 

Finally, the Commission clearly has the power to determine that the public interest would 

not be served by prosecuting an entity providing access to cable networks to a public official for 

appearing in a pandemic-related PSA during the state of emergency which exists or prosecuting a 

public official for his or her appearance.  Accordingly, the Commission, in response to the 

request before it, could declare that it will dismiss any complaint or referral stemming from 

actions taking place during the state of emergency which derives from a public official’s 

appearance in a PSA related to the pandemic, as authorized by Section 112.324(12), Florida 

Statutes, which provides: 

https://youtu.be/aIcMUn3ooy0#_blank
https://linkprotect.cudasvc.com/url?a=https%3a%2f%2furldefense.proofpoint.com%2fv2%2furl%3fu%3dhttps-3A__f.io_LWkRQ6uV%26d%3dDwMGaQ%26c%3dqwStF0e4-YFyvjCeML3ehA%26r%3dzZ75r285YDbGpFiLmt9bT-gI5WEFY_j5O9hRhwj9MdY%26m%3dWmpTe8sTiPwPEOuP-GYTmuJRzrelSKfGHDGn-8bsGxE%26s%3dpPxpEMMl0w5-7ujZ1OoUjKzIOIIu8EhNUsvP6aP-GME%26e%3d&c=E,1,OsUMGjWL1EdeYGrMhy3lkXBKWAy0nHwYAv-j2plxx0_JTmF0ClXW_bdcM9od4OWhkwDySLhBKH90-UjrNx0S2sDDigYqnnATJ1BUFXjmW-I-hk3wyc_a&typo=1
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 (12) Notwithstanding the provisions of subsections (1)-(8), the commission 

may, at its discretion, dismiss any complaint or referral at any stage of disposition 

should it determine that the public interest would not be served by proceeding 

further, in which case the commission shall issue a public report stating with 

particularity its reasons for the dismissal. (underlining added for emphasis). 

 

In conclusion, we respectfully request that the Commission craft an advisory opinion 

which will insulate Charter from penalty for providing assistance to public officials in 

communicating critical information during the pandemic.  We are not requesting the 

Commission to recede from CEO 05-11 except in the limited circumstance where a statewide 

declared emergency warrants special consideration.  Surely, a narrow pathway to authorize 

Charter to contribute its resources to disseminate effective communication during this emergency 

can be crafted. To assist the Commission, we have attached a draft advisory opinion which tracks 

the one prepared by the Commission’s staff but which reaches a conclusion aligned with the 

position being advanced by Charter. 

 

 Thank you for your consideration and the expedited treatment which you have provided 

in considering this request. 

        

Sincerely yours, 

 

 

 

       Ronald G. Meyer 

   

 

  

cc: C. Christopher Anderson, III, Esquire 

 Charter Communications 

 

Enclosure  

  



FILE 2762-April 7, 2020 

EXECUTIVE BRANCH EXPENDITURES AND GIFTS 

FROM LOBBYISTS OR THEIR PRINCIPALS 

PRINCIPAL OF LOBBYIST OF REPORTING INDIVIDUAL'S AGENCY 

PROVIDING PUBLIC SERVICE ANNOUNCEMENTS 

IN WHICH REPORTING INDIVIDUAL APPEARS 

To: Ronald G. Meyer, Esquire (Tallahassee) 

SUMMARY: 

The expenditure restriction of Section 112.3215(6)(a), Florida Statutes, which generally 

applies to prohibit a principal of a lobbyist of the executive branch of state government 

from providing public service announcements in which state agency officers or employees 

who file financial disclosure would appear is inapplicable in the circumstance of the 

current coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic. CEO 05-11, CEO 06-17, CEO 08-2, and CEO 

12-16 are referenced.1

QUESTION: 

Does the expenditure restriction of Section 112.3215(6)(a), Florida Statutes, prohibit the 

principal of an executive branch lobbyist of state government from providing a public 

service announcement in which a reporting individual2 appears given the circumstances of 

the current state of emergency created by the coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic? 

Under the specific circumstances arising as a result of the state of emergency created by the coronavirus 

(COVID-19) pandemic, your question is answered in the negative. 

1
 Prior opinions of the Commission on Ethics may be obtained from its website (www.ethics.state.fl.us). 

2 For purposes of this opinion, "reporting individual" and "agency official or employee" have the same 

meaning. 

Not a draft of the Commission on Ethics

http://www.ethics.state.fl.us/
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You write that you make inquiry in behalf of a connectivity company3 that provides broadband, video, 

mobile, and voice services to many customers in many states, including Florida; and that the company is a 

principal of Florida executive branch lobbyists and Florida legislative branch lobbyists. The company 

wishes to provide time, on its communications networks, to disseminate public service announcements 

concerning the coronavirus pandemic. The company envisions announcements in which officials, such as 

the Governor, Lieutenant Governor, Surgeon General, Commissioner of Education, and other officials 

would appear. 

Pertinent to your inquiry is the prohibition of Section 112.3215(6)(a), Florida Statutes, which 

provides: 

Notwithstanding s. 112.3148, s. 112.3149, or any other provision of law to the 

contrary, no lobbyist or principal shall make, directly or indirectly, and no agency 
official, member, or employee shall knowingly accept, directly or indirectly, any 
expenditure. 

 

 Under normal circumstances we would find that the company's airing on its networks of public 

service announcements in which a public official who files financial disclosure appears is prohibited by 

Section 112.3215(6)(a),4   as such would constitute an "expenditure."5  However, these are not normal 

circumstances and the nearly fifteen years of our decisions  have not  been grounded in any perceived merit 

                                                      

 
3 Charter Communications, under the brand name Spectrum. 
 
4
 For the purposes of Section 112.3215(6)(a), "agency official" and "employee" are defined to mean "any 

individual who is required by law to file full or limited public disclosure of his or her financial interests"; 

and "agency" is limited to state-level entities or officers. See Sections 112.3215(1)(b) and 112.3215(1)(a), 

Florida Statutes. An agency official or employee includes the Governor, the Lieutenant Governor, and 

various other persons who are either "state officers" or "specified state employees" as defined in Section 

112.3145(1)(c) and Section 112.3145(1)(b), Florida Statutes. 

 
5

 "Expenditure" is defined in Section 112.3215(1)(d), Florida Statutes, to mean"... a payment, 

distribution, loan, advance, reimbursement, deposit, or anything of value made by a lobbyist or 

principal for the purpose of lobbying ...."  "Lobbies" includes seeking to obtain the goodwill of an 

agency official or employee; see Section 112.3215(1)(f), Florida Statutes. 
 

Not a draft of the Commission on Ethics
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or lack of merit as to the content or purpose of such an announcement.6 Our previous decisions have 

focused on the influence that persons or entities interested in official decisionmaking (i.e., lobbyists and 

their principals) of public agencies and their officers could gain by providing free exposure and publicity 

to the official.  We find that such decisions should yield to the particular emergency circumstances which 

are extant. 

In CEO 05-11, we found that the appearance of members of the Legislature in public service 

announcements for the Lifeline and Link-Up programs (clearly good and apparently effective programs to 

connect and maintain telephone service for low-income households) were within the ambit of the gifts law, 

stating that "[w]hile the advertising is clearly 'on behalf of' the Lifeline and Link-Up programs, it clearly is 

made available 'on behalf of the official serving as spokesperson as well." In CEO 08-2 (Attorney General 

appearing in public service announcements), we found that neither the gifts law nor the expenditure 

restriction would be violated were the Attorney General to appear in public service announcements 

promoting a Florida conference for women (certainly, also a very worth endeavor) spearheaded by the 

Florida Commission on the Status of Women; however, there, the lack of applicability of either prohibition 

was grounded in the fact that the gift or expenditure to the Attorney General did not come from a lobbyist, 

principal of a lobbyist, or other prohibited donor. By contrast, in your instant inquiry, the company that 

would provide the announcements in which the official would appear admittedly is the principal of a 

lobbyist. Similarly, we applied the gifts law to a city commissioner appearing in public service 

announcements promoting an antilittering campaign (again, a worthy purpose, and one going to public 

health and sanitation). CEO 12-16 (Governor's recorded greetings played on airport shuttle buses) is more 

on point to the instant inquiry in that its finding of a lack of a prohibited expenditure is grounded in the 

                                                      

6 Our decisions concern the expenditure restriction of Section 112.3215(6)(a), Florida Statutes, and 

the gifts law of Section 112.3148, Florida Statutes. Unlike giving/acceptance prohibitions of the gifts 

law, which require a gift to have a greater than $100 value, a prohibited expenditure has no such 

threshold and has been found in situations of nominal value; see CEO 06-17 (executive branch 

lobbying: promotional items given away by insurance provider to state employees attending benefit 

fairs). 
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logic of one receiving something of value from an organization in which he or she holds a leadership 

capacity; and the Governor or other public officials whom the company would have in the announcements 

in the instant matter are not officers or directors of the company. 

We note that the instant request is premised on what we hope are once in a lifetime circumstances 

occasioned by the pandemic.  We determine that the broad dissemination of public service announcements 

featuring recognizable public officials underscoring messages important to combating the pandemic, such 

as the need of the public to self-isolate, wash their hands frequently, and avoid crowds is in the public 

interest and outweighs any minor collateral benefit to the public officials who may be featured in such 

messages. Our decision will supplement the ability of the Governor, Lieutenant Governor, or other public 

officials to engage in news conferences, make press releases, or be covered by the media in regard to the 

pandemic or other topics.  

This opinion is made based upon the particular circumstances presented and is limited to the facts 

of this opinion only. 

Your question is answered accordingly.7 
 

 
 

cc: Ronald G. Meyer, Esquire 

                                                      
7  In addition to our finding herein regarding Section 112.3215(6)(a), we also observe that the 

company's provision of public service announcements in which a reporting individual would appear  

might normally be prohibited by Section 112.3148(5)(a), Florida Statutes, a portion of the gifts law, 

which prohibits a principal of a lobbyist from giving a gift with a value in excess of $100 to a 

reporting individual. However, in the present circumstances we find that not to be the case.  Our 

treatment of Section 112.3148(5)(a) is subordinate to our treatment of Section 112.3215(6)(a) due to 

the legal-standing-to-request-an-opinion limitations applicable to Section 112.3148, Florida Statutes 

[see Section 112.322(3)(a), Florida Statutes], and due to the prohibition of Section 112.3215(6)(a) 

being more strict than, or superseding, that of Section 112.3148(5)(a). 
 

Not a draft of the Commission on Ethics




